Impact of x-ray dose on track formation and data analysis for CR-39-based proton diagnostics
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The nuclear track detector CR-39 is used extensively for charged particle diagnosis, in particular proton spectroscopy, at inertial confinement fusion facilities. These detectors can absorb x-ray doses from the experiments in the order of 1–100 Gy, the effects of which are not accounted for in the previous detector calibrations. X-ray dose absorbed in the CR-39 has previously been shown to affect the track size of alpha particles in the detector, primarily due to a measured reduction in the material bulk etch rate [Rojas-Herrera et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 86, 033501 (2015)]. Similar to the previous findings for alpha particles, protons with energies in the range 0.5–9.1 MeV are shown to produce tracks that are systematically smaller as a function of the absorbed x-ray dose in the CR-39. The reduction of track size due to x-ray dose is found to diminish with time between exposure and etching if the CR-39 is stored at ambient temperature, and complete recovery is observed after two weeks. The impact of this effect on the analysis of data from existing CR-39-based proton diagnostics on OMEGA and the National Ignition Facility is evaluated and best practices are proposed for cases in which the effect of x rays is significant. © 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4938161]

I. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear diagnostics provide valuable and unique experimental data in the context of high energy density (HED) plasmas and inertial confinement fusion (ICF). Spectroscopy of neutrons and charged particles produced by light-ion fusion reactions in ICF implosions is used to infer the temperature and areal density ($\rho R$) of the compressed fuel.1–3 Two key metrics of the success of the implosion.4 Additionally, backlighting of HED plasmas with high-energy charged particles has recently provided new insights into magnetic and electric field generation and evolution in contexts relevant to ICF, basic plasma physics, and laboratory astrophysics.5–10

The solid-state nuclear track detector CR-39 has provided the basis for many neutron and charged particle diagnostics5,11–20 for HED and ICF experiments at both the OMEGA laser facility21 and the National Ignition Facility (NIF).22 CR-39, a transparent plastic, detects charged particles with energy on the order of 1–10 MeV with 100% efficiency. High-energy charged particles leave trails of broken molecular bonds in the bulk of the plastic. These damaged regions are etched faster than the bulk plastic by a sodium hydroxide solution, leaving conical pits or “tracks” with diameters on the scale of microns.23,24 The diameter of the tracks depends on the energy of the incident particle; calibrations have documented the relationship between diameter and incident energy (“D-vs-E”) for protons in the range 1–9 MeV.25 Environmental effects, such as aging of the plastic,26 exposure to electrons,27 high temperatures,28 UV radiation,29 and vacuum,30 have been shown to alter the response of the detector to charged particles and must be considered in CR-39 applications.

The relative insensitivity of CR-39 to x-ray exposure has contributed to its success in diagnostics at laser plasma facilities, which produces intense x-ray bursts due to laser-plasma interactions. However, recent work has shown that the diameter of tracks produced by alpha particles with energies in the range 1–5.5 MeV is diminished by up to ~40% with x-ray exposure in the range 0–20 Gy.32 Doses absorbed by the CR-39 used in charged particle diagnostics on OMEGA and the NIF frequently fall within this range. Figure 1 shows examples of measured x-ray spectra, as well as the calculated filtered spectra and absorption in CR-39 samples, for OMEGA and the NIF. Using the measured x-ray irradiance from a typical directly driven cryogenic implosion on OMEGA,33,34 the absorbed dose in a sample of CR-39 fielded 50 cm from the implosion is calculated to vary dramatically over a selection of typical filters: when filtered with 25 µm Al, 50 µm Al or 12.5 µm Ta, the absorbed dose is estimated to be ~40 Gy, 1.9 Gy, or negligible, respectively. Similarly on the NIF, the measured x-ray irradiance from an indirectly driven ignition-scale implosion35 is calculated to deposit ~6 Gy in the most thinly filtered (100 µm Al) region of the CR-39 in the Wedge Range Filter (WRF) compact proton spectrometers.18 The previous study with alpha particles suggests that for doses of this magnitude, the relationship between track diameter and particle energy may be modified, which in turn may impact data analysis.
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This work studies the impact of absorbed x-ray dose on the analysis of CR-39-based nuclear diagnostics. A series of controlled experiments was performed to determine how the sensitivity of CR-39 to protons is changed by exposure of the CR-39 to x-rays, as described in Section II. The results of these experiments are presented in Section III, and are applied to evaluate how x-ray dose impacts the analysis of data from OMEGA and the NIF in Section IV.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

To investigate the impact of x-ray dose on proton track formation in CR-39, samples were irradiated with x-rays, exposed to protons with various energies, and then etched in a 6 molar NaOH solution. The TasTrak® CR-39 samples used in the experiment were 1.5 mm thick sheets acquired from TASL, as has been used extensively in charged particle spectrometry and imaging applications in ICF and the response of which has been investigated in several related studies. The samples were laser-cut into 5 cm round discs.

The x-ray exposure was performed using two X-RAD thick-target bremsstrahlung x-ray irradiators manufactured by Precision X-ray, Inc. The first instrument, located at the State University of New York at Geneseo (SUNY Geneseo), has a maximum electron beam energy and x-ray energy of 160 kV, while the second instrument, located at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), has a maximum energy of 225 kV. The spectra produced by these two instruments is shown in Figure 2. The median photon energy absorbed by the CR-39 samples exposed using the 160 kV source was 10 keV, with 50% of the absorbed dose from photons in the range 5.5–11.6 keV; for samples exposed using the 225 kV source, the median absorbed photon energy was 53 keV, with 50% of the absorbed dose from photons in the range 23.5–57.6 keV. The irradiators were absolutely calibrated and set to deliver a desired dose based on an internal dosimeter. The CR-39 samples were exposed to x-ray doses ranging from 2 to 100 Gy before being exposed to protons. A 1 mm thick tantalum mask was used to limit the x-ray dose of the CR-39 samples to a rectangular region, as shown in the inset of Figure 2.

Protons were deposited on the CR-39 samples using two experimental facilities. The Tandem Accelerator at SUNY Geneseo is a National Electrostatics Corporation Model SSDH 1.7 MV tandem Pelletron accelerator, producing proton beams with energy up to 3.4 MeV. In this experiment, a beam of 3.4 MeV protons with a beam current on the order of 1 nA was produced by the accelerator and injected into the target chamber. The beam passed through a gold scattering foil with a thickness of 0.1 μm positioned at TCC. Protons scatter off the gold nuclei in the foil into the chamber with a cross section described by the Rutherford equation,

$$\frac{\partial \sigma(\theta)}{\partial \Omega} = \frac{Z_t Z_b e^2}{16 \pi \epsilon_0 E_b} \sin^{\frac{4}{2}} \left( \frac{\theta}{2} \right),$$

where $\frac{\partial \sigma/\partial \Omega}$ is the differential cross-section for scattering into an angle $\theta$ measured relative to the direction of the beam, $Z_t$, $Z_b$ are the atomic numbers of the target and beam, and $E_b$ is the beam energy.

CR-39 samples were positioned at various angles around the scattering foil for exposure to 3.4 MeV scattered protons. The radial position of the CR-39 samples from the foil was adjusted to partially correct for the angular dependence of the scattering cross-section. Approximately, $1.15 \times 10^{-9}$ of the protons in the beam were also scattered onto a silicon surface barrier detector (SBD) positioned at $90^\circ$ relative to the beam trajectory, which was used to infer the proton fluence on the CR-39 samples fielded in the chamber. The experimental design for these exposures is shown in Figure 3.

The second experimental facility used to deposit protons was the Linear Electrostatic Ion Accelerator (LEIA) at the
MIT HED Accelerator Facility for Diagnostic Development. Deuterons were accelerated to 140 keV onto an erbium deuteride target doped with $^3$He, where a fraction of them underwent one of two fusion reactions,

\[
D + D \rightarrow T(1.01 \text{ MeV}) + p(3.02 \text{ MeV}) (~50\%)
\]

\[
D + D \rightarrow ^3\text{He}(0.82 \text{ MeV}) + n(2.45 \text{ MeV}) (~50\%),
\]

\[
D + ^3\text{He} \rightarrow ^4\text{He}(3.6 \text{ MeV}) + p(14.7 \text{ MeV}),
\]

(2)

where the energy of each resulting fusion product is given. The DD-protons were filtered to produce a range of energies from 1.1 to 2.9 MeV, and the $^3$He-protons were filtered to produce a range of energies from 3.5–9.1 MeV. The protons were then detected by samples of CR-39 that had been exposed to various x-ray doses, as in the Geneseo experiments. A SBD in the vacuum chamber was used to infer the rate of particle deposition on the CR-39 samples. The experimental layout of these experiments is shown in Figure 4.

After exposure to x rays and protons, the CR-39 samples were etched in 6 molar NaOH solution at 80°C for 3 h. This procedure follows the standard methodology for CR-39 diagnostics in ICF applications.12,42

Following this method, each CR-39 sample provided proton track size data for a range of proton energies at both a given x-ray dose and no x-ray dose.43 For each combination of x-ray dose and proton energy, three data points were recorded and the results were averaged. For protons in the range 0.5–3.4 MeV, two sets of data were obtained using the Geneseo Tandem accelerator and the 160 kV x-ray irradiator, and one dataset was obtained using the MIT accelerator and the 225 kV x-ray irradiator. For protons energies in excess of the 3.4 MeV energy limit of the Geneseo accelerator, all data were recorded using the MIT accelerator and 225 kV x-ray irradiator. These data are presented in Section III A.

Previous experiments using alpha particles demonstrated that the order of exposure of the CR-39 to x rays and charged particle altered the observed effect at the ~10% level.32 Because of these results, in the current study, the x-ray dose was always deposited immediately before exposure of the CR-39 to protons.44 For this reason, the 160 kV x-ray source was used for all experiments on the Geneseo accelerator, and the 225 kV x-ray source was used for all experiments on the MIT accelerator.

In addition, a delay of several weeks between x-ray exposure and etching of the CR-39 was found to result in a reduction in the observed effect due to x-ray dose, as if the CR-39 had recovered from the x-ray exposure. It was proposed that this recovery was due to (room-temperature) “annealing” of the molecular damage introduced by the x rays and would therefore be reduced or eliminated by storing the CR-39 at reduced temperatures. All samples in the proton study described above were etched or frozen within a few days of exposure to minimize the recovery effect. Furthermore, a study was performed to test the hypothesis that freezing the CR-39 prevents recovery from an absorbed x-ray dose. A series of CR-39 samples were exposed to 40 Gy using the 225 kV x-ray source and to various energies of alpha particle. These samples were stored either at room temperature (24.1°C) or
in a freezer (−14.1 °C) for a period of time ranging from 1 to 30 days prior to etching. The results of this study are shown in Section III B.

III. RESULTS

A. Effect of x-ray dose on proton track diameters in CR-39

The diameters of tracks produced by protons in CR-39 were found to decrease as x-ray dose was increased, as shown in Figure 5. For all proton energies tested, absorption of up to 6 Gy resulted in an approximately linear reduction in the diameter of the resulting track. In the range 6–20 Gy, the rate of reduction with additional x-ray dose decreases, until for 20 Gy and above, protons of all energies reach an asymptotic limit. This result is in qualitative agreement with the previous study using alpha particles, suggesting that as in that work, the effect is predominantly caused by a measured change in the etch rate of the bulk CR-39 as a function of x-ray dose, from the initial value of 2.66 µm/h to an asymptotic value of 1.76 µm/h at large doses. A fit to the diameter distribution data was performed using the 3-parameter model,

\[ D(X) = D(0) \left(1 - (aD(0) + b) \text{erf} \left(\frac{X}{X_0}\right)\right), \tag{3} \]

where \( D(0) \) is the track diameter with no x-ray dose and \( X \) is the absorbed dose in Gy. This model produced a good fit (\( R^2 = 0.995 \)) to all 168 data points with the coefficients \( a = -0.0330 \pm 0.0018 \text{ µm}^{-1} \), \( b = 0.718 \pm 0.017 \), and \( X_0 = 8.72 \pm 0.35 \text{ Gy} \). The saturation coefficient \( X_0 \) is of particular interest: the fit indicates that the saturation point for the track diameter scaling effect is reached for doses of ~9 Gy.

Figure 6 plots the recorded track diameter as a function of proton energy for various x-ray doses. The results of the two different experimental setups are highly consistent with each other. This format clearly shows that the diameter is monotonically reduced as the x-ray dose is increased up to 20 Gy for all incident proton energies. Doses above 20 Gy are not shown, as the response does not continue to change with additional dose above that value.

These effects of x-ray exposure on track diameters are of practical significance for CR-39-based charged-particle and neutron diagnostics for at least two reasons. First, if the tracks become too small, they are harder to identify and count using automated microscopy techniques. Second, analysis of some diagnostic data makes critical use of the absolute diameters of the tracks. This is particularly true for WRF proton spectrometers (discussed in Sec. IV C), which make use of a mapping between the diameter of each track and the incident energy of the proton that generated it (the D-vs-E function). That mapping was originally developed by characterizing the sizes of tracks produced by accelerator-generated protons with well-known energies, using the type of CR-39, method of etching, and microscope procedures implemented for WRF data analysis. The resulting D-vs-E curve, shown in Fig. 6 of Ref. 12, was found to be quite repeatable and was used successfully for several years. Eventually, the CR-39 manufacturing techniques apparently changed, and it was found that D-vs-E of CR-39 from this supplier was becoming less repeatable and could be quite different between samples even when the handling and processing techniques were held constant. This problem was eliminated for WRF data by imposing a self-consistency requirement during analysis, which could be satisfied only by choosing the correct D-vs-E function from the one-parameter family of empirically determined functions that are shown in
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FIG. 5. Measured track diameters produced by protons with various incident energy in CR-39 as a function of absorbed x-ray dose. Data from the Geneseo accelerator (solid points) and from the LEIA accelerator (open points) are shown; some data have been omitted for clarity. For each incident proton energy (colors, indicated in MeV on right), the track diameter decreases monotonically from the nominal value as the x-ray dose is increased to approximately 10 Gy. For x-ray doses in excess of ~20 Gy, the track diameters asymptote to a constant value. A 3-parameter fit defined in Eq. (3) produces a good fit to all data (lines).
A family of relationships between track diameter and proton energy (D-vs-E), shown for values of the shape parameter $c$ varying from 0.5 to 1.5 in steps of 0.1 when the maximum proton diameter is 20 $\mu$m. These curves are valid in the range $D < 18.5$ $\mu$m and $1 < E < 5$ MeV. Before using these curves to relate track data to proton energies, measured proton track diameters must be scaled so the maximum diameter is 20 $\mu$m and an appropriate procedure must be found for determining the value of $c$. These curves are relevant only to the specific CR-39 used and processing developed for CR-39 at MIT, since they are affected by the CR-39 supply, etching procedures, microscope optics, recording cameras, and analysis procedures, and were determined empirically\textsuperscript{45} in this context. The mathematical forms of the empirical curves are described in detail elsewhere.\textsuperscript{49}

These functions, specified by the parameter $c$, were determined through use of a large quantity of WRF calibration data collected on an accelerator\textsuperscript{12,25} and were found to result in extremely consistent inferred proton spectra for all of the CR-39 samples tested. The original D-vs-E curve\textsuperscript{12} is essentially equivalent to the curve for $c = 1.3$ shown in Fig. 7.

This D-vs-E parametrization has been fit to the recorded data, as shown in Fig. 6, to evaluate the effect of x-ray dose on the shape of the response curve. The $c$ value was found to vary strongly with x-ray dose over the region in which track diameters change rapidly with dose. For these data, the slope was found to be shallower ($c \sim 0.95$) when no x-ray dose was applied, but fell off more rapidly as the dose was increased, reaching a limiting value ($c \sim 1.3$) when the impact of additional x-ray dose on the sample was observed to saturate.\textsuperscript{46} Since for the purposes of proton diagnosis the response of the CR-39 is characterized primarily by the diameter-energy relationship, the impact of x-ray dose can be interpreted as a local change in the value of the $c$ parameter. As will be discussed in Section IV, this result has practical implications for the analysis used for the WRF diagnostics.

**IV. IMPACT ON CHARGED PARTICLE DIAGNOSTICS**

CR-39 is used in a wide range of particle diagnostics on both OMEGA and the NIF. Depending on the physical basis of the diagnostics operation, x-ray dose may impact the interpretation of the data. These diagnostics fall into several categories: magnetic spectrometers, step range filters (SRFs), wedge-range filters, and imagers. The implications of the above study on each of these categories will be discussed separately. In general, the fact that x-ray dose has been found only to change the diameter of the resulting tracks without altering their apparent fluence implies that any experimental x-ray dose will not fundamentally change the operation of most diagnostics. However in a few cases (most notably the WRF diagnostics discussed in Section IV C), the diameter of the tracks is important to the interpretation of the data, and these must be considered in more detail.

**B. Persistence of x-ray effects under various storage conditions**

The strength of the diameter reduction effect due to x rays was found to diminish with the time between x-ray deposition and etching of the CR-39. This “recovery” of the CR-39 with time was studied for CR-39 samples stored at both ambient temperature (24.1 °C) and in a freezer (−14.1 °C), and the results are shown in Figure 8. CR-39 samples exposed to 40 Gy x-ray dose and alpha particles and then stored at either ambient or freezing temperatures initially produced the same track diameters. However for the ambient samples, the diameter of the produced tracks began to recover within two days of exposure. After 13 days at ambient temperatures, the CR-39 samples had recovered completely: the diameters of tracks produced by etching the CR-39 were the same as if the CR-39 had never been exposed to x rays. In contrast, the frozen samples were not observed to recover: after 28 days of storage, the track diameters after etching were identical to samples exposed and etched on the same day.

Storing the CR-39 at freezing temperatures appears to be sufficient to prevent the recovery of the bulk plastic from the effects of x rays. This finding has several implications for the treatment of CR-39 exposed on ICF facilities, which are discussed in Sec. V.
A. Magnetic spectrometers

The Charged Particle Spectrometers (CPS1 and CPS2) on OMEGA\textsuperscript{12} and the Magnetic Recoil Spectrometers (MRSs) on OMEGA and the NIF\textsuperscript{3} perform momentum-analysis of incident charged particles by passing them through a fixed magnetic field. The radius of curvature for a charged particle with atomic mass $A$, atomic charge $Z$, and energy $E$ in the magnet is proportional to $\sqrt{AE}/Z$, such that particles are deflected to different positions on the detectors as a function of their energy. The geometry of the deflecting magnetic system ensures that the detectors do not have direct line-of-sight to the target, shielding them substantially from x rays produced in the experiment. In the analysis of magnetic spectrometer data, the spectrum of incident particles is reconstructed based on the position of measured tracks in the detector plane, not taking the diameter of the tracks into account. Track diameters are used to discriminate between different species of particles: for example, protons and alpha particles with the same energy are deflected to the same position on the detectors. However, the diameters of tracks produced by protons and alphas differ by a factor of 2–3, and x rays have previously been observed to alter the size of alpha particle tracks in a similar way to the proton tracks in this study.\textsuperscript{32} Because the diameter shift seems to arise from a change in the CR-39 chemistry, we expect that any charged particle track will be affected in a similar way, and x-ray effects will not interfere with distinguishing between particle species. In summary, any x-ray exposure of the CR-39, uniform or otherwise, will not substantially alter the analysis of magnetic spectrometer data.

B. SRFs

The SRF diagnostics are used at the NIF to measure spectra of low energy protons (1–3 MeV).\textsuperscript{20} Regions of a single piece of CR-39 are filtered with various thicknesses of tantalum foil in the range 5–55 $\mu$m. Incident protons are ranged down by the filters as a function of the filter thickness and detected by the CR-39. The filters also attenuate the x-ray spectrum differently, resulting in a different dose of absorbed x rays and a different diameter-energy relation in each region. The impact of x-ray dose has been observed in some experiments, such as the NIF collisionless shock experiment N141021. Initial processing appeared to show a lower than expected fluence in the region with the thinnest filtering. It was determined that the tracks in the 5 $\mu$m Ta region had not been correctly detected by the automated scanning software, as they were smaller than expected based on the track diameters in the other regions. This result was consistent with a substantially larger x-ray dose estimated in this region based on measured x-ray spectra (-60 Gy) as compared to that estimated for the regions filtered by 10, 15, and 20 $\mu$m Ta (8, 2, and 0.4 Gy, respectively). Additional etching revealed a track fluence consistent with the rest of the sample.

The standard mode of analysis for this detector evaluates only the total fluence in each region, using calculations of the number of particles ranged out in the tantalum filters to evaluate the mean initial energy and spectral width of the proton line. As long as the piece has been sufficiently etched and all tracks are observed and counted, this analysis procedure will not be affected by the altered track diameters. Care must be taken in the etching process to ensure that all tracks are sufficiently large to be distinguished from intrinsic noise, but sufficiently small to avoid overlap of tracks in samples with high fluence.\textsuperscript{39}

In principle, the diameter-energy relationship may be used to infer more information about the proton spectrum from this data. In the development of such an analysis technique the absorbed dose in each region, which has been shown to vary substantially with the filtering across a single CR-39 sample, must be taken into account.

C. WRF proton spectrometers

The WRF proton spectrometers range incident protons through a wedge-shaped aluminum filter prior to recording the protons using CR-39.\textsuperscript{12,17} The distribution of proton energy (determined from track diameter) as a function of filter thickness (determined from location on the CR-39) is used to infer the incident proton spectrum. Knowledge of the diameter-energy relationship for the CR-39 is thus essential for an accurate proton spectral measurement using this diagnostic. As mentioned earlier, D-vs-E has been shown to vary between individual pieces of CR-39\textsuperscript{17,25} but this variation may be addressed by using an adaptive analysis procedure, in which the unique value of the $c$ parameter is found which results in an inferred proton spectrum being consistent with the spatial distributions of tracks with all measured diameters.\textsuperscript{17} The D-vs-E relationship can also be altered by environmental effects,\textsuperscript{36} which may be addressed in the same way since these effects generally change the D-vs-E uniformly at all positions on the CR-39. However, any incident x-ray spectrum is differentially filtered by the aluminum wedge and results in a varying absorbed dose as a function of location on the CR-39. As was shown in Section III A, this implies a value of $c$ that also varies as a function of location. The impact of this effect on WRF spectral accuracy is investigated here.

To evaluate the impact of x rays on the inferred spectra, calibration data for a WRF recorded on the MIT accelerator and featuring three proton lines was post-processed to simulate the effect of various x-ray doses.\textsuperscript{47} The X-ray absorbed dose as a function of position was calculated using the measured x-ray spectrum from a NIF indirectly driven DHe-gas filled implosion (N110821),\textsuperscript{35} as shown in Figure 9(a). Such implosions are demonstrated to be surrogate to cryogenic layered implosions, and WRFs are routinely fielded to measure the spectrum of DHe-protons generated at shock-flash.\textsuperscript{48,53} The overall intensity was scaled to produce a dose at the thinnest WRF position of 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 Gy; the absorbed doses at each of the three proton lines are shown in Fig. 9(b). The diameters of tracks in the calibration data were modified according to the results of Sec. III, using Eq. (3) with the calculated dose as a function of the track position. The data were then analyzed using the adaptive D-vs-E technique, in which the best-fit value of $c$ was inferred from the highest energy proton line\textsuperscript{49} and applied to analyze the entire spectrum. The resulting spectra are shown...
in Figure 10. The adaptive technique accurately records the spectrum of the high-energy peak regardless of x-ray dose, by accounting for changes in the c parameter. The lower-energy peaks are visibly upshifted in the analyzed spectrum as the dose increases from 0 to 20 Gy, at which point the lowest energy peak reaches saturation-level doses and c is maximally different between the peaks. Because of the saturation of the x-ray effect, additional dose causes c to approach a limiting value everywhere on the piece, and the analysis recovers the original spectrum at ~100 Gy. The maximum offset is the inferred energy of the lowest-energy proton peak was an approximately 400 keV “upshift,” while the inferred yield in this peak was diminished by a factor of 2 in the most extreme case. The spectral width did not change significantly.

The data are explained well by a change in c with dose as a function of location on the CR-39. Applying the adaptive D-vs-E technique to the lower-energy peaks individually produces different best-fit values for c compared to the high-energy line, as shown in Figure 11. Individually analyzing the low-energy lines correctly reproduces the original spectra for those lines, as was observed for the high-energy line. At high doses, all lines asymptote to the same saturated value of c and the assumption of uniform c is again valid.50

An absorbed dose of 6 Gy was calculated for the thinnest region of a WRF fielded on the NIF implosion that produced the x-ray spectrum used in this analysis. Such a spectrum is typical for NIF gas-filled hohlraum implosions, which produce the hottest and most intense x-ray spectra of experiments on which WRFs are typically fielded. (On OMEGA, x-ray spectra are much lower energy than on NIF (see Fig. 1), and doses absorbed by the CR-39 in WRF modules are typically negligible.) In practice, most WRF data present a well-defined line of $^3$He-protons, for which the adaptive D-vs-E analysis technique accurately accounts for the x-ray dose. In several NIF experiments, protons produced during the compression phase of the implosion, which are ranged down to lower energies, are also detected. Based on this study, application of the c inferred from the shock-flash protons will result in an apparent upshift of the compression-phase proton signal from NIF WRFs of up to ~150 keV, as well as a reduction in the inferred compression-proton yield of ~20%. If possible, WRF data with broad spectral distributions should be analyzed.
using the adaptive D-vs-E technique in each separate region of the proton spectrum. In principle this effect can be taken into account in the analysis of WRF data by the inversion of Eq. (3) to obtain corrected track diameters as a function of local x-ray dose. This development remains as future work.

D. Charged particle imagers

CR-39 is used as a recording medium for charged-particle backlighting of HED plasmas.\textsuperscript{51} In this diagnostic, flat filtering (usually \( \sim 10 \mu m \text{ Ta} \)) is interposed between the CR-39 detectors and the experiment. Absorbed x-ray dose will be approximately uniform across the sample, and as such the diameter-energy response to the charged particles will be consistent. Because x-ray dose was found only to shrink tracks and not to make them vanish entirely, the images are not strongly impacted by the effects of x rays so long as the sample is etched long enough for all tracks to be recorded. As long as the energy response curve (\( c \) parameter, which was shown to be a function of x-ray dose, see Fig. 6) is consistent across the sample, the energy of tracks in different regions of the sample can be compared in a relative sense by the diameter of the tracks. Accounting for x-ray effects is only important in the event that the absolute energy of the incident particles is required.

CR-39 is also used as a detector for penumbral charged particle imaging of fusion emission in the core of ICF implosions.\textsuperscript{52} In this diagnostic, a penumbral imaging pinhole, which is typically fabricated from 0.5 mm thick tantalum, is positioned between the source and the CR-39. The relevant data are encoded in the shape of the penumbra in the image plane. Both the charged particle fluence and the x-ray fluence on the CR-39 are shaped by the same penumbral aperture, such that both the x-ray dose and the charged particle fluence vary as a function of radius in the penumbral region. Fortunately, the analysis of this diagnostic depends on apparent particle fluence only, which has been shown not to vary with the x-ray dose. Therefore, the x-ray effects will not alter the penumbral imaging results, as long as care is taken during the etching and scanning process to ensure that all charged particles are counted.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A series of experiments has evaluated the impact of x-ray exposure on the response of CR-39 to protons in the range 0.5–9.1 MeV. Protons are observed to produce smaller tracks in regions exposed to x rays, with the percentage decrease in the track diameter a roughly linear function of x-ray dose up to \( \sim 10 \) Gy, after which the decrease approaches an asymptotic value. The data were well fit using a three-parameter function accounting for saturation and a linear change in the magnitude of the effect with initial track diameter. Using the established formalism of the track diameter-particle energy relationship, the data can be interpreted as a systematic increase in the slope of the D-vs-E curve (\( c \)) with x-ray dose.

These results indicate that the majority of CR-39-based diagnostics are not significantly affected by x-ray dose, as their analysis depends primarily on the detection of tracks rather than precise knowledge of the D-vs-E relationship. In scenarios where D-vs-E must be known to high precision in the analysis, x-ray effects do play a role. In the most significantly affected diagnostic, the WRF, the analysis procedure in use was found to account accurately for global changes in \( c \). In data with multiple peaks or broad spectra, variation of dose across the sample can introduce systematic shifts in the inferred proton spectra if not correctly accounted for.

The effect of x rays on track formation was found to disappear gradually over the course of approximately two weeks, if the sample is left at room temperature, while the effect was maintained for frozen samples. This result indicates that significant changes in the CR-39 chemistry can occur on the time scale of days and confirms the best practice of storing exposed CR-39 samples in the freezer if a significant delay is anticipated between exposure and etching, to preserve the recorded data as accurately as possible.

These results suggest two potential workarounds for x-ray exposure effects, in situations that are sensitive to accurate knowledge of the diameter-energy relationship. Subsequent exposure of the CR-39 sample to saturating doses of x rays (\( \gg 20 \) Gy) just prior to etching may ensure that the D-vs-E relationship is uniform across the sample. Alternatively, sensitive data may be left at room temperature for greater than two weeks to recover from the effect of x rays prior to etching and analysis. Either of these approaches will require development in follow-up studies, but provide a potential means to avoid x-ray effects in sensitive data.

As a comparable reduction in track diameter was observed for both protons and alpha particles, and because the effect appears to be dominated by the bulk etch rate of the CR-39, a similar track diameter reduction with x-ray dose is expected for other ion species as well. Further studies examining the details of track formation for additional ion species will be valuable for continuing to improve CR-39 diagnostics fielded in the extreme environments produced by ICF experiments.
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Note that this methodology is very similar to that used in the prior alpha study of NIF and OMEGA, “Rev. Sci. Instrum. 85, 095110 (2011).”


Track Analysis Systems Ltd., see http://www.tasl.co.uk/.


It has been shown that track analysis with 3 h etch time is equivalent to the standard 5–6 h, if track diameters are scaled correctly.

Note that this methodology is very similar to that used in the prior alpha particle study described in Ref. 32.

The duration between x-ray exposure and proton deposition was limited by the time required to pump down the accelerator vacuum chambers (~15–30 min).

For typical NIF WRF data, $c \sim 1.2$. Note that this also reflects a significant effect due to vacuum exposure.\textsuperscript{55}

The WRF used for this calibration had a minimum and maximum thickness of 125 $\mu$m and 1700 $\mu$m, respectively. WRFs currently used at the NIF have a smaller minimum ($\sim 100 \mu$m) and a larger maximum ($\sim 2000 \mu$m), resulting in a larger slope and increased x-ray dose absorbed at the thinnest region. Because the dose and proton energy both scale with the local WRF thickness, this study applies to the NIF WRFs if the nominal dose is calculated for 125 $\mu$m thick Al.\textsuperscript{55}


Effectively, the best-fit value for $c$ is that which, when used to infer the proton spectrum, results in the narrowest proton line width.\textsuperscript{50}

The discrepancy between $c$ for the three peaks with no applied x-ray dose demonstrates the level of intrinsic variation in this parameter.\textsuperscript{51}

